
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of marketing manager, EU. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for marketing manager, EU

Coordinate and Manage the operating budget., prioritize
investments/expenditures to achieve optimal ROI
Support Consumer Conversations team for any non-standard consumer
requests to provide the right answers
Work closely with the Digital Center of Excellence to ensure compliancy of
brand websites, help through GDPR process in terms of new data processing
activities and doing website pre go-live checks
Facilitate GDPR clearance process for new & specific data processing
activities
Set up Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA) where required in
collaboration with ITS Security
Help to set up Data Processing Agreements in close collaboration with
marketing and procurement team
Maintain Marketing vendor & system data in the central data inventory
Support the Digital Excellence Manager as part of Data Privacy Champion
Network to promote Privacy policies, guidelines and tools within Marketing
community preparation of of trainings to complement corporate trainings
Promote best practices and privacy by design approach
Understand data breach procedures and report potential cases

Qualifications for marketing manager, EU

Example of Marketing Manager, EU Job Description
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Complete fluency and excellent writing skills in English, with a strong
attention to detail and accuracy
5-7+ years experience in B2C or Online Marketing
Experience in Paid Search Marketing Marketing is not necessary but a plus
Bachelor or Master degree in Finance or related field
Fluency in English required, additional European languages are a plus
(French, German, Italian, Spanish)
Attention to detail, aptitude for organization, ability to handle multiple
projects at once and to prioritize and deliver results in a fast paced
environment


